
Chapter 7
Working with 
Multimedia



Key Skills & Concepts

● Understand How Plug-ins Are Used with Web Browsers

● Link to Different Types of Media from a Web Page

● Embed Different Types of Media into a Web Page

On the Internet, the term multimedia is used to refer to presentations of various types of 
media, such as audio, video, text, graphics, or animation, which are integrated into a 

single file format. You may have seen multimedia presentations on news or weather sites, 
where they are used to display audio, video, and text to viewers. Other sites use multimedia to 
entertain viewers, often in the form of a cartoon or an animated story.

Many forms of multimedia enable visitors to interact with the presentations. For example, 
a visitor might be watching an animated story, and then click the individual characters to learn 
more about them before continuing.

The Web itself is often considered multimedia because any web page can contain several 
different types of media files in it. By default, however, most web browsers are only capable 
of understanding HTML files, graphics files such as GIF and JPEG, and plain text documents 
(.txt). Any other file types must be handled through a plug-in, or helper application. Sometimes 
these types of controls come preinstalled in the browser, but other times they must be 
downloaded by the user.

Understand How Plug-ins Are  
Used with Web Browsers

A helper application is an additional piece of software or code that attempts to do something 
the browser cannot. If you thought of yourself as the browser, then a helper might be someone 
who mows your lawn for you, while a plug-in is a ride-on mower that helps you do it yourself. 
A plug-in (or an ActiveX control, as Microsoft calls theirs) helps the browser do something 
itself, as opposed to the helper application performing the operation for the browser.

NOTE
ActiveX is a brand name used by Microsoft to reference its various technologies that 
offer added functionality to web browsers.

For example, if your web browser doesn’t know how to display a certain type of video 
file, it first looks for a plug-in capable of doing so. If your web browser doesn’t find a plug-in, 
it might prompt you to download one or look for a helper application loaded on the computer 



 

that could display the video. If the browser cannot find a suitable plug-in or helper application, 
and one isn’t downloaded, then it won’t be able to display the file. For this reason, I do not 
recommend including essential information in files requiring plug-ins or helper applications, 
unless you also provide an alternative text-only version.

Helpers are standalone programs, separate from your browser, which you can purchase for 
your computer. By contrast, plug-ins are usually free and can be easily downloaded from the 
Internet. In some cases, web browsers even come with certain plug-ins. When you download a 
plug-in, you should receive instructions on how to install it, if necessary.

Many times, the plug-in installs itself and you only need to close and reopen your web 
browser. Other times, you’re asked to place the plug-in in the appropriate folder on your 
computer and then restart your browser. Once you agree to download an ActiveX control, the 
browser downloads and installs the control, usually without relaunching the browser.

Identify the Installed Components
You can find out which plug-ins are installed under your browser in a few different ways. For 
example, the most rudimentary way to check for installed components is to look in the “plug-
ins” directory in your browser’s application folder. Firefox users can choose Tools | Add-Ons 
and then click the Plugins tab.

If you’re using Internet Explorer, choose Internet Options from the Tools menu in your 
browser. Next, click the Programs tab, and then click the Manage Add-ons button to view a list 
of all add-ons (including ActiveX controls and plug-ins) used by Internet Explorer.

Recognize File Types, Extensions, and Appropriate Plug-ins
You may want to link or embed many different file types in your web pages, but Appendix E 
lists some of the more popular ones. Most file types can be “played” with at least one plug-in 
or helper application and, quite often, with more than one. If you want to be helpful to your 
visitors, list the plug-in or helper application they might use to open your files. You could also 
provide a link to download the appropriate plug-in.

For example, Flash, a file type requiring a plug-in, has become so popular that it ships with 
most current browsers. Even so, you might have visited a web site and noticed a window pop-up  
saying something about “downloading the Flash player.” Flash files are popular because 
they’re small (which translates as “quick-to-download!”) and can include sound, video, 
interactivity, and animation. Another reason Flash is so popular is that the plug-in used to 
display Flash files is widely available on a large variety of platforms and browsers.

Some plug-ins and helper applications aren’t available for multiple computer systems 
and browsers, though. This list of plug-ins is changing daily, however. An ever-growing list is 
maintained at www.webdevelopersnotes.com/design/list_of_browser_plugins.php3, complete 
with the developer web site address and the systems (Windows, UNIX, and Mac) supported.

www.webdevelopersnotes.com/design/list_of_browser_plugins.php3


When you’re ready to include multimedia files in your HTML pages, consider how you 
want to include them. Do you want to link to them so that your visitors can choose whether to 
download them or view them now? Or do you want to embed them within your page, so they 
appear right within the web browser window? The rest of this chapter focuses on linking to 
and embedding several different types of multimedia.

Link to Different Types of Media from a Web Page
A link to a multimedia file is essentially the same as any other link. While embedding a file can 
sometimes be problematic (as discussed in the next section), a link to a file can be especially 
useful because links are understood by all web browsers. Figure 7-1 shows how the following 
code is displayed in a browser, while Figure 7-3 shows the result of clicking the video link.

<a href="corinna.mov">Check out Corinna's first movie!</a>

TIP
Including the proper file extension for your media file is important so that the browser 
and operating system can understand and display it. If you’re unsure as to which file 
extension to use, check Appendix E in this book.

Clicking the link shown in Figure 7-1 would cause one of three things to happen, 
depending on how the system was set up.

● It may prompt the user to download the file and either view it now or save it for later  
(see Figure 7-2)

The a tag and href attribute 
are used to link to a media file.

The name and location of the file are 
used as the value of the href attribute.

This is the phrase users can click 
to access the family video.

This closes the a tag.

Figure 7-1  A link to a multimedia file is the same as any other link because it also uses 
the a tag and the href attribute.



 

● If the browser recognizes the file as one it is set up to display automatically, it may take 
over and do just that (see Figure 7-3).

Knowing that many systems may handle your multimedia files differently, try to offer 
your visitors as much guidance and instruction as possible. For example, list the size of the file 
you’re asking them to download, so they can consider whether they want to wait for it to load 
to their system. In addition, provide alternative ways of getting the information, and include it 
within the multimedia files wherever possible.

Figure 7-2  When the browser doesn’t recognize a file type as one it should “play” within 
the browser, it may prompt the user to download the file.

The option enables 
users to download and 
save the file for later.

This option enables users 
to download and view 
the file immediately.

Figure 7-3  When the link is clicked, the browser may be able to play the video itself if 
the appropriate plug-in or ActiveX control is installed.



Embed Different Types of Media into a Web Page
When you embed multimedia files instead of linking to them, they appear right within the 
context of your page. As long as the appropriate plug-in or ActiveX control is installed on the 
user’s computer, the file will load and play along with anything else that might be on that page.

The original method for embedding multimedia was to use the embed tag. However, that 
tag was a proprietary tag created by Netscape. As a result, the W3C created the object tag 
as a method for embedding various types of media, from images to Flash movies and more. 
It is supported by version 3 (and later) of Internet Explorer, as well as all current versions of 
Mozilla-based browsers (such as Safari and Firefox).

TIP
If you copy the embedding code provided by YouTube, you’ll notice they include both 
the embed and object tags. While this practice used to be required to reach the widest 
possible audience, it is no longer necessary given that all modern browsers support the 
object tag. 

Using the object Tag
When you use the object tag, you must tell the browser what type of file you are embedding 
and where to locate that file. The type and data attributes are used for this process.

<object type="application/x-shockwave-flash" data="movie.swf" 
height="60" height="200">

Then, after the opening object tag, you add any additional properties you want to specify 
using the param tag (short for parameters). (Note that the object tag enables you to specify 
the height and width attributes either in the object tag or in param tags, depending on 
the plug-in employed.) Use the forward slash to make the param tag XHTML-compliant 
because it doesn’t have a closing tag.

<param name="movie" value="movie.swf" /> 
<param name="BGCOLOR" value="#ffffff" />

Finally, you close the object tag.

</object>

Table 7-1 lists some optional attributes for the object tag. Tables 7-2, 7-3, 7-4, and 7-5 list 
some other parameters you might use when embedding Real Media files, other types of sound 
files, QuickTime movies, or Flash files. The plug-ins and parameters listed here aren’t exhaustive, 
but are meant to give you an idea of some of the possibilities you have when using them. For more 
information about any of these, visit the web site of the corresponding plug-in’s manufacturer.

TIP
Whenever you embed sound within a web page, it’s always considered good practice 
to display at least some portion of the controls. This lets visitors turn off the sound or 
adjust the volume as they see fit.



 

Attribute Possible Values Description

width="#" Number of pixels Specifies the width of the window (video/
animation) or controller (sound).

height="#" Number of pixels Specifies the height of the window (video/
animation) or controller (sound).

border="#" Number of pixels Defines the width, in pixels, of the border.

name="name" Name Gives a (case-sensitive) name to the file 
so that it can be referenced by a script or 
other method.

type="value" MIME type (see earlier Tip) Specifies the type of file being embedded, 
which then defines the plug-in needed.

standby="Text goes 
here"

Text to be displayed Specifies text to be displayed while the 
object is loading.

tabindex="1" Numeric value Specifies where the element appears in the 
tab order of the page.

Table 7-1  Attributes for the object Tag

Parameter Name Possible Values Description
autostart true 

false
Defines whether the file immediately starts playing 
when the page is loaded.

backgroundcolor hexadecimal code or 
color name

Changes the background color of the embedded 
file. The actual effect varies according to the plug-in 
used.

center true 
false

Centers the embedded file in the window.

console name Identifies this and other embedded controls by 
naming them.

controls all 
controlpanel 
controlpanel, statusbar 
controlpanel, 
infovolumepanel 
playbutton 
stopbutton

Specifies the style of the controller displayed in the 
web page.

Loop true 
false

Defines whether a file repeats.

nojava true 
false

Stops the Java Virtual Machine from running, 
causing your embedded file to run only with the 
plug-in (and not Java).

Table 7-2  Optional Parameters for Real Media Files



Parameter Name Possible Values Description

bgcolor hexadecimal code Changes the background color of the embedded 
file. The actual effect varies according to the plug-
in used.

controls console 
playbutton 
pausebutton 
smallconsole 
stopbutton 
volumelever

Specifies the style of the controller displayed in the 
web page.

loop true 
false 
# (number of times)

Defines how a file repeats. True tells the browser to 
loop the file infinitely. False specifies to never loop. 
Alternatively, you can specify the exact number of 
times it should loop.

volume number between 0 and 100 Specifies the volume of the sound file.

Table 7-3  Optional Parameters for Most Sound Players

Parameter Name Possible Values Description

Base URL Specifies the base directory for all included links.

Play true 
false

Defines whether the file begins playing when the page is loaded.

Quality best 
high 
autohigh 
autolow 
low

Defines the quality level of the embedded file.

Scale showall 
noborder 
exact fit

Defines how the embedded file fits within the rest of the web 
page.

Table 7-4  Optional Parameters for Flash

Parameter Name Possible Values Description
nolabels true 

false
Stops the presentation of label information (such as 
the author, copyright, and title) on the controller.

nologo true 
false

Prevents the RealLogo from displaying.

numloop number Specifies the number of times a file will repeat.

shuffle true 
false

Plays multiple sounds in random order.

Table 7-2  Optional Parameters for Real Media Files (continued)



 

TIP
You can learn much more about embedding Flash files by visiting an online tutorial, 
such as www.w3schools.com/flash.

The object tag can contain other HTML tags and attributes, including other object 
tags. If the browser is capable of interpreting an object tag, it does so and ignores the HTML 
contained within the opening and closing object tags. If it doesn’t understand the object tag, 
it uses the HTML included in it instead. The benefit of this is that you can offer a plug-in-free 
alternative to visitors who may not have or want to use the plug-in. This might be accomplished 
with code similar to the following:

<object type="application/x-shockwave-flash" data="movie.swf"> 
<param name="height" value="60" /> 
<param name="width"" value="200" /> 
<param name="movie" value="movie.swf" /> 
<param name="bgcolor" value="#ffffff" /> 
<param name="loop" value="false" /> 
<a href="http://www.adobe.com/products/flashplayer" title="You 

Parameter Name Possible Values Description

autoplay true 
false

Defines whether the file immediately starts playing when 
the page is loaded.

bgcolor hexadecimal code Changes the background color of the embedded file. The 
actual effect varies according to the plug-in used.

controller true 
false

Turns on the movie controller. (When true, you need to 
add 16 pixels to the height of the movie.)

kioskmode true 
false

When true, disables the pop-up menu for the movie so 
that users cannot copy or save it.

loop true 
false

Defines whether a file repeats.

qtnext 
qtnext#

URL Identifies a URL for the movie to load when it finishes 
playing the current one. If you want to list multiple 
movies to play in sequence, use qtnext#, where # is the 
order to play the movie.

qtsrc URL Forces the browser to use the QuickTime plug-in to load 
the file instead of any other video plug-in.

scale tofit 
aspect 
#

Defines how the embedded file fits within the rest of the 
web page.

volume whole number 
between 0 and 100

Defines the beginning volume for the movie.

Table 7-5  Optional Parameters for QuickTime Movies

www.w3schools.com/flash


must install Flash to access this movie."><img src="movie-pic.jpg" 
width="200" height="60" alt="Screen shot of movie - need Flash to 
view" /></a> 
</object>

In this example, I included a link to Adobe’s site, with a tool tip (using the title attribute) 
explaining that the user needs to download Flash prior to viewing this file. Then, I added a 
screen capture of the movie to give users an idea what they might see after downloading the 
appropriate plug-in. Notice the link and image were added after the param tags but before the 
closing object tag.

Java Applets
You can also use the object tag to embed Java applets in your web page. Java applets are 
miniapplications (which is where we get the term applet) written in the Java programming 
language that can run within your browser window. Web developers use these miniapplications 
to do things that aren’t easily accomplished through HTML or other means.

Java applets can be used to add functionality to your web pages, whether through a real-
time clock, a mortgage calculator, a stock ticker, or an interactive game.

TIP
Visit dir.yahoo.com/Computers_and_Internet/Programming_and_Development/
Languages/Java/Applets/ for links to all things related to Java applets.

The following is an example of how to embed these applets using the object tag.

<object classid="applet.class"> 
Here is my stock ticker. 
</object>

You might be able to use many different types of attributes to customize the look of your 
applet, but for the most part, the attributes will depend on the type of applet you’re using. 

Q: Wow! These tables are a little intimidating. Do I really need to know all this?

A: I completely understand. All this information is intimidating at first. But, rest assured,  
I only included it so that when you do want to embed a specific type of file later, you can 
come back to this section and find the particular information that pertains to your plug-in. 
This information isn’t here because you need to memorize every attribute. Given that so 
many plug-ins (and ActiveX controls) are out there, it would be an impossible task!

The important thing is to understand that you have these tags at your disposal and can 
customize them according to your needs when the time comes.

Ask the Expert

This attribute of the object tag tells the browser 
which applet to embed and where it is located.

This is the alternative text that is displayed 
when the browser cannot show the applet.



 

Try This 7-1

Don’t worry—if you search for free or shareware applets online, the developer will usually 
give you detailed instructions on how to embed the file. If you’re writing your own applets, 
you can tailor the look of your applet within the Java code.

 Add Multimedia to a Web Page
Now you’re going to create a link to a video file. If you’re using the Chop Point site for your 
project, you’ll link to a promotional video stored on YouTube.

Note that all the files needed to complete the projects in this book for Chop Point can be 
downloaded from www.wendywillard.com/. In addition, you can view my version of the web 
site anytime by visiting www.choppoint.org. If you are not using Chop Point, you can tailor 
the project to your particular needs.

 1. Open your text or HTML editor and then open the index.html page saved from Try This 4-2 
in Chapter 4.

 2. Locate the first paragraph below the Summer Camp heading, and add the promoclip.gif 
image before the opening p tag of that paragraph.

 3. Float the image to the left of the text.

 4. Add ten pixels of buffer space to the right of the image.

 5. Turn off the image’s border.

 6. Link the image to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FK-s2ek_5Cc.

 7. Save the file.

 8. Open your web browser and choose File | Open Page (or Open File or Open, depending on 
the browser you’re using). Locate the file you just saved. Make sure the link works and the 
movie plays.

 9. If you need to make changes, return to your text editor to make changes. After making any 
changes, save the file and switch back to the browser. Choose Refresh or Reload to preview 
the changes you just made. If you’re using the Chop Point project, you can compare your 
files to Figure 7-4 and the following code.

... the code before this section remains the same... 
<a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FK-s2ek_5Cc" title="Click 
to view a short movie showing the inside of one of our cabins"><img 
src="promoclip.gif" alt="LINK: Click to see a video all about 
Chop Point Summer Camp" width="200" height="160" style="float:
left;padding-right:10px;border:none;" /></a> 
<p>Chop Point received accreditation from the American Camping 
Association and opened as a camp in Maine in 1967. Before the 
founding of Chop Point, the property had been operated as 
Merrymeeting camp for over fifty years..</p> 
. . . the rest of the code remains the same . . .

(continued)

www.wendywillard.com/
www.choppoint.org
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FK-s2ek_5Cc


Multimedia can add a lot of interest to a web page. This project gave you practice linking 
to a multimedia file. Ready for more? Try the extra credit to really test your skills.

Extra Credit
For extra practice, try embedding the movie file (instead of linking to it) using the following 
URL: http://www.youtube.com/v/FK-s2ek_5Cc&rel=1 (Hint: refer to the live version of 
www.choppoint.org to see the answer.) Access http://www.youtube.com/sharing for tips on 
embedding YouTube files.

Figure 7-4  If you are using the Chop Point site, you can compare their file to this example.

http://www.youtube.com/v/FK-s2ek_5Cc&rel=1
www.choppoint.org
http://www.youtube.com/sharing

